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[New furniture] FUJI TW-3‧ semi-grid film machine. 
Years ago, our family did not clean up ~ ^^ !!!, but, small blessing but do 
not think of what ?! Even finishing his old little dark box, and then, like 
digging treasure like, excitedly holding the station Camera to me, it is 
important to say to me, "Since you want to play the film machine, this 
camera, give you play ~ !! And is the half-grid of the film machine, 
absolutely enough for you to shoot.  
 

  
Confused me, looking at this leather bag wrapped in the camera, really 
do not know this is a Han camera ?!  
 

  



Can not wait, open the zipper, remove the holster, remove the camera.  
Qiang Qiang ~ This camera, really did not see !!!! Orz.  
And the current digital camera compared to this side of the square of the 
FUJI film machine, 110 * 80 * 40mm, really, be a big one, and, very heavy 
- 290g.  
 

  
TW-3 , is its model.  
Thanks to the Google God, found some information:  
> Double focal length 69mm and 23mm.  
> In the wide-angle end will have flash lights out, according to the scene 
light automatically fill light (very chicken Yeah !!)  
> Press BLC will be back light fill light.  
> Shutter From 1/30 to 1/500, press the TV button to set the shutter to 
1/30 and then turn off the flash (press and hold).  
So you want to hold the TV button and then have to hold the focus 
button, wide-angle end of the focus is always set in infinity, but (with a 
spring) can be pulled to 0.5m, But the hand has been escorted.  
> Aperture only F8 and F16 two files.  
> Can read the film set the DX code, automatically set the camera and 
the flash set the film speed.  
> ISO corresponds to 100 ~ 1600.  
> Battery is very convenient to remove the skin to replace, with two 
CR123A battery.  
> Burst mode can be finished one shot at a time (2 per second)  
> When the film will be the first roll out, from the bottom of the film box 
that began to shoot, shoot a good roll into the drum.  
> Listed in 1985, the price of about 41,300 yen or so, NT is also to more 



than ten thousand. 
It is said to be the first light camera with double focal length, but this is 
not sure.  
It's a bit upset camera.  
 

  
The camera is open inside.  
 

  
This is the battery attached. Locked in the chart on the left of the 
battery box, you need to use a screwdriver to remove a small screw 
before they can be removed.  
This old age camera, the most troublesome is the battery problem. At 



first thought it was a dedicated battery, once very brains on where to buy 
a battery ?!  
Well, there is a great help from Google God, and finally find the 
information, this is the original combination of two CR123A. Finally 
breathed a sigh of relief  
 
New Year to return home, together for the battery project, please 
transform the people - Xiao Fu's father = my father to help deal with. This 
little thing, of course, hard to him. \ (^ - ^) /  
 
So, I have a more "new" old film machine can take pictures myself. P (^ - 
^) q  
Good looking ah ~ !!!  
 
PS  
‧ Xiaofu said, TW-3 follow him, there are 20 + years myself ~ ^^ !!!  
Although it is old camera, but for me, be regarded as a new furniture.  
‧TW-3, there is cordial TW = TAIWAN shorthand. Oh ~  
• Replace the battery, stunt .  
‧FUJI TW-3, photo appreciation: Japan , Taiwan .  
In fact, the camera did not send factory finishing. Should have a small 
moldy camera + expired 200 degrees Kodak film, I am very hard to press 
the finished 72 ~  
Wait for rinse and see result ..... (continued).  

OK I did it ..no photos as no digi cam... 

I pulled the wires of the dedicated battery keeping the tabs on them. I taped two cr123 

batteries together... taped the tabs on each end and fit it back in replace the screws and 

lo and behold it works....! I still have to replace the window foam before I put a roll in it 

but I have high hopes... 
SkullKid [deleted] 5 years ago 

It did the trick for me as well. I was worrying I was gonna have to do some soldering but 

the tape did it just fine. 
 


